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1. Introduction
In this paper, we examine the Bayesian formulation of measurement errorproblems (sometimes
known as 'errors-in-variables'problems), and we focus on the question of the specification of the
prior distribution of the unknown true covariates. Our aim is to propose a flexible model for this
distribution by using a mixture of normal distributions, to reduce the sensitivity to modelling
assumptions. Our motivation comes from the field of epidemiology, where measurement error is
an important problem and heterogeneity in the distribution of the underlying covariates cannot
be ruled out. But the model that we outline applies outside this context, as errors-in-variables
problems arise in a variety of domains such as social sciences and econometrics.
Measurement error problems are concerned with inference on regression coefficients for an
outcome Y in terms of covariates X, in cases where X is not measured accurately on all subjects,
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but information on X is available through the recording of an imperfect surrogate U. It is well
known that regressing Y on U and ignoring measurement errorcan be seriously misleading, and
many methods have been proposed for countering this (see for example Carroll et al. (1995) and
the references therein).
Bayesian analysis of measurement error problems has been developed from the seminal work
of Clayton (1992). It is based on structuralandfunctional specifications.In most cases, structural
specifications entail the formulation of three submodels: an outcome model relating Y to X, a
measurementmodel relating U and X and a prior model p(X) for the prior distribution of X.
These models are then linked by a graphical model using suitable conditional independence
assumptions. Information on the measurement error process can be built in a flexible way into
the graphical model (Richardson and Gilks, 1993a, b).
At the second stage, functional forms for the distributions involved in the submodels must be
chosen. For the outcome and the measurement models, this choice is guided by epidemiological
knowledge. Typically, linear or logistic regressions, coupled with normal or log-normal error
models corresponding to additive or multiplicative errors, have been used in epidemiology to
model the association between (dichotomous) outcomes, covariates and their surrogates.
However, in the common situation of observational studies, there are many reasons to suspect
heterogeneity in the distribution of the unknown X among the population studied. Exposure
variables often have a skew distribution with a high peak corresponding to moderate exposure
for the majority of the population and a long tail or a second lower peak corresponding to
larger exposure for a small fraction of the population. These have traditionally been fitted by
log-normal distributions, but a mixture model is a plausible alternative (see, for example, the
dietary example discussed in Schafer (2001)). Heterogeneity in the distribution of physiological
variables can also be expected when these are linked to genetic polymorphism. Heterogeneity
may also arise by epidemiological study design, if subgroups with extreme covariate values are
oversampled purposely to increase the exposure contrast.
In all these cases, there is little information to model this heterogeneity besides having either
some observations of a gold standard in a small validation subgroup or some replicatemeasures
of the surrogate, which can be misleading if the validation group is small or the measurement
error large. Since regression results are known to be sensitive to the choice of a particular
parametric shape for p(X), a natural question is how to model p(X) flexibly, avoiding such
choices and allowing the data to determine the shape of p(X).
In the measurement error context, this question has been actively pursued and has led to
different lines of development. Carroll et al. (1993) have proposed a pseudolikelihood method,
using validation data. Roeder et al. (1996) combined a parametric disease model and nonparametric mixtures for p(X) and carried out the estimation via nonparametric maximum likelihood
(NPML) algorithms. A similar line was also followed by Schafer (2001) and Aitkin and Rocci
(2002), who emphasized the general applicability of NPML to different measurement errorcontexts. Miiller and Roeder (1997) have developed a Bayesian approach using Dirichlet process
priors for the joint model of X and U.
Mixture models with variable numbers of components are an alternative natural framework
in which to consider a flexible modelling of prior distributions in Bayesian hierarchicalmodels.
Such mixture models have been developed in a Bayesian context by Richardson and Green
(1997) using novel Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods based on the reversiblejump
algorithm proposed by Green (1995). Our aim is to show how Bayesian mixtures can be used
in this context and in particular to discuss the implementation of prior distributions for X
based on mixtures of univariate normal distributions with an unknown number of components in typical measurement error situations in epidemiology involving a validation group. We
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also includean assessmentof the influenceof misspecificationof the priordistributionof the
unknowncovariatesand a comparisonwith the semiparametric
maximumlikelihoodmethod
of Roederet al. (1996).
Using mixturesof normaldistributionsto increasethe robustnessto modelmisspecification
for p(X) is in line with recentdevelopments.Mixtureswith a fixednumberof componentshave
been used by Carrollet al. (1999)for linearerrors-in-variables
models. In the closely related
context of generalizedlinearmixedmodels, mixturesof normal distributionswith common
standarddeviationwereusedby MagderandZeger(1996)as priordistributionsfor the random
effects.Mixturesof normaldistributionshavealso beenimplementedby Carrollet al. (1999)in
a nonparametriccontextof regressionsplineswithmeasurementerror.
The modelformulationand its estimationvia MCMCalgorithmsareoutlinedin Sections2
and 3. In Section4, we illustrateits implementationand some aspectsof its performance.In
Section 5 we presentsimulationresultswheretwo aims are pursued:demonstratingthe effect
of misspecifyingthe parametricmodelfor the unknowncovariatesand the improvementthatis
broughtby usingmixturemodels,and showinga limitedcomparisonof our approachwith the
NPML methodof Roederet al. (1996).An applicationto a data set on coronaryheartdisease
and cholesterollevelsin blood is presentedin Section6 and the paperconcludeswith a brief
discussion.

2. Modelformulation
errorproblemshasbeendevelopednotablyby Clayton(1992),
Bayesiananalysisof measurement
StephensandDellaportas(1992),RichardsonandGilks(1993a,b), MallickandGelfand(1996),
Miillerand Roeder(1997)and Richardsonand Leblond(1997).
2. 1. Generalstructure
Weshallfocuson the caseof studieswitha validationgroup,i.e.a subgroupwhere,by design,the
covariateof interestX is accuratelyrecordedby the use of a so-called'gold standard'method,
whichis usuallycostly to implementon a largescale.Note thattherearecasesof measurement
errorsituationswherethe measurementerrorvarianceis identifiableeven in the absenceof a
validationgroupor repeatedmeasures.For example,Aitkin and Rocci(2002)discusslinearor
generalizedlinearregressionmodels,normalmeasurementmodels and a discretedistribution
for X. In most cases though,the identifiabilityof the measurementerrorvariancewill be very
weak.Inferenceon the regressionparametersof interestwill thusbe considerablystrengthened
by includinginformationon the measurementmodel parametersthroughobservationsin a
validationgroup.
Throughout,let i indexthe individuals,let Ydenotethe knownoutcome,X the truecovariate
which is unobserved(exceptin the validationsubgroup),U the observedsurrogatefor X and
C the knowncovariates.For the presentwork,we assumethat X and U are univariate.By the
terminology'mainstudy',we referto the groupof individualswhereX has not beenrecorded,
a groupwhichis usuallyby designlargerthan the validationgroup.
As detailedin Richardsonand Gilks (1993a),the generalstructurefollows from the formulation of local submodels between the components by using conditional independence
assumptions and information on the design used to evaluate the measurement process:
(a) p(YilXi, Ci, P), the regression model;
(b) p(Ui Xi, A), the (classical) measurement model;
(c) p(Xi l[r), the prior model for X.
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=
p(YilUi, Xi, Ci, 3) p(YilXi, Ci, /3)

or equivalentlyYiLUiIXi for all i. This leadsto thejoint distribution
p(7r,A, 0, X, U, Y) = p(7r)p(A) p((0)

p(Xi Ir)Hp(UilXi, A)

p(YiIXi, Ci, ,)

(1)

wherep(3), p(A)andp(ir)arethe priordistributionsforthe parametersof the threesubmodels.
In expression(1), the contributionof the validationgroup is not formallyseparatedout,
usesdirectlytheproductformof expression(1),the onlydistinction
becauseourimplementation
betweenthe contributionof the main studyor validationgroupdatabeingthat Xi is observed
and not latent. The validationgroupcontributescruciallyinformationon the parametersA,
which is used togetherwith values of Ui to inform about Xi in the main study group;both
groupscontributeto the estimationof 3 and ir.
If an analyticalexpressionfor the posteriordistributionof all the parametersbased only
on the validationgroupwereavailable,a differentimplementationcould be envisaged.To be
specific,let us distinguishdata in the main study and the validationgroupby the superscript
indexmainor valrespectively.
Then,thefollowingidentityis true(forsimplicity,we areomitting
the knowncovariatesC fromthis):
p(iT, A, , XvallXmain, Umain, ymain, Uval, yval)
x p((r, A, 3l1Xval,Uval, yval)p(Xmain, Umain,ymain r, ,

,3).

(2)

The left-handsideis the desiredposteriorof interestandthefirstfactoron the right-handsideis
the posteriorbasedonly on the validationgroup.If thistermhad an analyticalexpression,then
it could be used as a priorin the implementation,with the second termof the right-handside
of expression(2) as the likelihood.This would havethe advantageof havinga well-calibrated
priorand wouldincreasethe efficiencyof the sampling.But, as will be apparentfromthe next
section, the mixtureprior with an unknownnumberof componentsthat we proposeas the
priorfor X does not leadto a tractableanalyticexpressionfor p(7r,A,/3Xval,Uval,yval).Thus,
our implementationdoes not makeuse of decomposition(2) but derivesdirectlyfromthejoint
distributionof all the parametersexpressedin distribution(1).
2.2. Mixturemodel
Wenow expandthe structureof the mixturemodelchosenas a priorforp(Xir). Here7rdenotes
genericallyalltheparametersof themixturemodel,as detailedbelow.Followingthehierarchical
Bayesianformulationof mixturesintroducedin Richardsonand Green(1997),we supposethat
Xi

>k

r wjf(.0lj)

independentlyfor i = 1,2,.. ., n

(3)

j=1

where f(.I0) is a given parametric family of densities, and the parameters 0 = {Oj}, w = {wj}
and k are unknown.
The hierarchical formulation of this mixture model introduces latent allocation variablesZi
indicating to which mixture component the observation Xi belongs. Hence, model (3) is formulated equivalently as
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independently for i = 1,2, ..., n,

independentlyfor i = 1, 2,...., n.
Xilz ~
f(IOzi,)
Assumingnaturalconditionalindependenceassumptions,the hierarchicalmixturemodel is
thus expressedby thejoint distribution
p(X, k, 0, w, z) = p(k) p(OIk)p(wlk) p(zlw, k) p(XIO,z).

(4)

With respectto the genericnotation of Section2, we have7r= (k, 0, w, z). For flexibility,
we allow the priorsfor k, 0 and w to dependon hyperparameters,
drawnfrom independent
Green
see
Richardson
and
details,
hyperpriors(for
(1997)).
We stressthat treatingk, the numberof components,as being unknownand integrating
over its posteriordistributionwhenestimatingregressionparametersof interestenhancesthe
adaptivenessof the mixtureto heterogeneityin the underlyingdistributionof the Xs. This is
differentfromotherapproacheswherea fixedvaluefor k is usuallyestimatedby usinga Bayes
informationcriterionapproximation,as in Carrollet al. (1999).
2.3. Jointmodel and parametricspecifications
Combiningdistributions(1) and (4) leadsto the followingexpressionfor thejoint distribution
of the measurementerrorproblem:
p(k) p(OIk)p(wlk)p(/) p(A)Hp(zilw,k) p(Xi Ozi,zi) H p(UiIXi,A)Hp(YilXi,Ci, /).
i

i

(5)

Wearefullybenefitingherefromthe flexibilitythatis offeredby Bayesianmodelling,coupled
with conditionalindependenceassumptions,which allows us to insertthe hierarchicalspecificationof the mixturemodel coherentlywithinthe measurementerrormodel. The structure
outlinedabove is genericand can accommodatemany parametricspecificationsof the submodels.In whatfollows,we shallconcentrateon the widelyentertainedlogisticregressionwith
normal or log-normalerrors,a set-up which will allow us to make comparisonswith other
approaches.
For the regressionmodel,we considera binaryoutcome Y relatedto the unobservedX by a
logisticlink involvingan intercept/3 and a slope i1:
Y - B(p)

with logit(p) = /o + /31X.

Withrespectto the genericnotationof Section2, we have3 = (3o,31). The dichotomous
willbereferred
to as cases(Y= 1)andnon-cases(Y= 0). Thisregression
observations
model
toa prospective
i.e.wherethelikelihood
isthatof a disease
considered
formulation,
corresponds
givena riskfactor.
Forthemeasurement
Gaussianerrorson anadditivescale:
model,weinvestigate
Ui " N(ao + e 1Xi, 7-1).

(6)

The measurementmodelthus involvesthreeparameters;in the notationof Section2, we have
A = (ao,
7). Note that we have used a parameterization in terms of the precision 7 which
a•,
is the inverse variance of the measurement error model, a common choice of parameterization
in Bayesian analyses. The interpretation of the variance 7-1 depends on the context. It can be
related to the accuracy of the measuring instrument, or more commonly in epidemiology arises
from within-person variability of the underlying biological quantity or risk factor that we are
and al to be identifiable,it is necessary to have additional information
trying to study. For
•o
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on themeasurementmodelprovided,forexamplein our set-up,by the gold standardin thevalidationgroup.In the absenceof validationdata,only the measurementerrorvariancecould be
identifiable,and this onlywhenthe regressionmodelis not Gaussian.In Section5, we consider
one situationof a measurementerrormodelwith no validationdata, but in this case the estimationis carriedout withknownmeasurementerrorvarianceandknownvaluesof ao and al.
For the mixturemodel,we considera mixtureof Gaussiandistributionswhichcan approximate any continuousdistributionwell;thusOj = (j, u2) and f(.lOj) = N(pj, a4). Weassume
thatthereareno observationsof { Yi,Ui} in the main studyand n observationsof {Yi, Ui}
Xi,
in the validation group. We let n = no + n l.

2.4. Priorspecifications
Our aim is to definehyperpriorsettingswhichuse the availableinformationderivedfromthe
validationgroup,whileremainingonlyweaklyinformative.Estimatesfor the regressionparameters, o0andpi, as wellas themeasurementparameters,
ao andal, can be obtainedby standard
analysesbased only on the validationgroup.Of course,if the validationgroupis small,these
will be highlyvariableandwe shallonly use themfor centringthepriors.Fortheseparameters,
we thus choose weaklyinformativeGaussianpriorscentredon these estimates,with a large
varianceequal to 100. For the precision7 that is involvedin the measurementmodel (6), we
use a gammadistributionF(0.01,0.01). This quasi-'non-informative'
choice is possiblehere
becausethe validationgroupprovidesinformationon 7.
We also need to specify the hyperparametersof the mixture model. There, we follow
Richardsonand Green(1997),to whichthe readeris referredfor details.In Richardsonand
Green (1997), the setting of the normal priorsfor the componentmeans Pj as well as the
hierarchicalgammapriorsfor the inverseof the variancesO2dependon the notionof a 'range'
R of the mixture,whichis usuallytakento be the observedrangeof the data.In our case, the
mixtureconcerns'hiddenvariables',so thereis no observedrange.Again, we makeuse of the
availableinformationto definea notionalrange.To be precise,fromthe validationgroupdata,
we obtain an estimateof the errorvariance
and of the regressionmodel betweenXi and
+-'
Ui. Then, this regressionis used in the mainstudygroupto predictvaluesof Xi: Xi fromthe
observedUi. Finally,we define'initialvalues'for the Xi by perturbingthe Xi by a Gaussian
(0,1-1) distributionrandomly.The rangeR of theseinitialvaluesis used as the notionalrange
for X. Otherchoiceswouldbe suitableso long as they do not restricttoo muchthe rangefor
X, in particular,usingdirectlythe Xi to definethis rangeis too restrictive.In the case of known
measurementerror,the sameprocedureis followedusing the knownratherthenthe estimated
value of 7.
Once the notional range R has been defined,we then adopt the detailedspecificationsof
Richardsonand Green(1997)for the mixtureparameters,basedon this range.
Finally for k we choose a uniformprior on 1,...., 30, and for w a Dirichletdistribution
D(6, 6,..., 6) with 6 = 1 whichcorrespondsto a uniformprioron the weights.In practice,the
mixturewill rarelyuse more than 10 componentsand k could be definedon a smallerrange
withoutanyloss of flexibility.
3.

Estimation via Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms

Bayesian methods for estimating model parameters are based on the posterior distributions of
the parameters given the data. Given the analytic intractability of these distributions, MCMC
methods now play a major role in these computations; see, for example, Besag et al. (1995), Gilks
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et al. (1996)and Green(2001).Here,apartfromstandardGibbsor Metropolisalgorithms,we
shallalso makeuse of the reversiblejump algorithmintroducedby Green(1995).
In brief,at each sweepof the algorithm,the followingmovesareused:
(a) updates of 3, a and 7;
(b) updates of Xi using (zi, Ozi,Ui, Yi, Ci, )3, a.,7) for i corresponding to the individuals in the

mainstudy;

(c) updates of w, z and 9 conditionalon k;

(d) updatesof k and consequentlyof the relevantmixtureparameters.
For step (a) the moves are conventional.We used a randomwalk Metropolisstep wherethe
acceptanceprobabilitiesarecalculatedby usingexpression(5) for thejoint distribution.Gibbs
owingto the logisticformof the regressionmodel.
samplingwas not straightforward
For step(b), this involvesupdatingone at a timeall the unknowncovariatesXi. Sincethis is
on zi, this is againstraightforward
done conditionally
by usinga randomwalkMetropolisstep,
the distributionXi fzi beingN(pzi,a2).
Themovesfor updatingthe mixtureparametersand changingk, the numberof components,
by usingreversiblejumpsplit-mergeproposalshavebeen describedin detailin Richardsonand
Green(1997).Basically,local changesincreasingor decreasingthe numberof componentsby
1 and preservingsomemomentconditionsareproposed,thenacceptedfollowinga Metropolis
ratio.In contrastwith the usualsettingfor mixtures,the valuesof Xi for the main studygroup
will changeat each iterationof the algorithm.Thus, teasingout the mixtureis challengingin
this contextand its feasibilityneedsto be testedin a simulationstudy.Slowerconvergenceof
the mixtureparametersthanin a case wherethe Xi are fixedcan be expected.
The only initializationof the algorithmthat is useful to mentionis that of the unobserved
Xi in the main study.There,we use the initialvalues obtainedby the proceduredescribedin
Section2.4 for settingthe notionalrangeof the mixture.

4. Implementation
and diagnostics
4. 1. The data sets
In this section,we show detailsof the performanceof the algorithmon threesimulateddata
sets.The designof the threesimulateddata sets will also be used in the simulationstudythat
is reportedin Section 5. For the first two data sets, we simulateX from a mixture,whereas
for the thirdwe followthe simulationset-upof Roederet al. (1996)whereX has a log-normal
distribution.
The first example is referred to as 'bimod'. It corresponds to no = 180, ni = 60, U N(X, rT-), with 7 = 0.67, and logit{P(YIX)} = )o3+ f31Xwith o3 = 0.5 and P, = 0.6. The dis-

tributionof X is simulatedfroma well-separated
symmetricbimodalmixture:0.5 N(-2.0, 1.0)+
0.5 N(2.0, 1.0) (withnumbersfromeachcomponentdrawnbinomiallyfromthe statedweights).
The second example is referred to as 'skew'. It corresponds to no = 250, ni = 50, U N(X, 7-1), with r = 1.8, and logit{P(YIX)} = o + ,31X with o0= -0.8 and f1 = 0.9.
The distribution of X is simulated from an asymmetric normal mixture: 0.5 N(0.19, 0.082) +
0.2 N(1.05, 0.22) + 0.3 N(2.0, 0.482).
These two examples are cases of what is considered a substantial measurement error,i.e. where
the measurementerror variance 7-1 is roughly equal to half of the variance of X (which is equal
to 3 and 1.1 for the bimod and skew examples respectively). The value of fo ensures that the
data sets contain approximatively half cases and half non-cases. There is more information in
the bimod example since the relative size of the validation group to the main study is larger than
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for the skew example. Moreover two of the components in the skew mixture have substantial
overlap and hence inference is more challenging in this case.
The third example is inspired by an example that was used by Roeder et al. (1996) and is
referred to as 'RCL'. There is none-the-less a major difference from the work of Roeder et al.
(1996), in that we treat the study as prospective ratherthan as a retrospectivecase-control set-up.
The implementation of case-control studies in a Bayesian framework is not straightforward;
see Seaman and Richardson (2001).
In the RCL example, no = 180 and n = 60 as in the bimod example, but the measurement
model is multiplicative:log(U) - N{log(X), 7-'}, with 7 = 4, and logit{P(YIX)} = !o +
01lX
with 0o = -0.7 and P1 = 0.5. The distribution of X is defined as log N(-0.43, 1.082).
Irrespectivelyof the model that is used to generate the Xs, we implement an estimation of the
joint model equation (5) below. In particular, whenever there is a validation group, we estimate
ao and al even though their simulation settings were 0 and 1 respectively.Note that, for the
RCL example, the normal mixture will be used to approximate a log-normal distribution.

4.2. Performance
The MCMC algorithm was run for 50000 sweeps. The graphical assessment of convergence
includes time plots of the parameters indexed by sweep, cumulative averagesor occupancy fraction for continuous or discrete-valued parameters.The stability of these plots as the number of
sweeps increases gives a useful graphical check on convergence. As can be seen from the plots
in Fig. 1, in the bimod example convergence to stable cumulative averages for the regression
parameter p3 (posterior mean 0.63; posterior standard deviation 0.1) or the precison 7 (plotted
every 20 sweeps) is obtained after 30000 iterations, giving values which are close to the simulated true values. Similarly,the cumulative occupancy fractions for the number of components
in the mixture, {p(k < jIy), 2 < j < 10}, have stabilized also after 30000 sweeps. On this
graph, p(k < 21y) is not represented because the state {k = 1} was never visited. We see that
p(k = 21y) = p(k < 31y)is around 0.6, giving a clear indication that there is posterior support
for two components in the bimodal mixture.
Convergence is somewhat slower in the skew example, but nevertheless the parameter estimates stabilize after 40000 sweeps (Fig. 1). For this particular data set, again {k = 1} was never
visited and we see support for two or three components, with a mode of p(kly) at k = 3. It
is interesting to see that the increased uncertainty in the skew example is reflected in a larger
posterior standard deviation of the regression parameter 31 (posterior mean 0.89; posterior
standard deviation 0.2) than in the bimod case.
In Figs 2 and 3 are displayed the empirical distribution of the simulated Xs in the whole
study with an empirical density estimate provided by the density function in S-PLUS (Figs 2(a)
and 3(a)), that observed in the validation group (Figs 2(b) and 3(b)) and the posterior density
estimation given by the Bayesian implementation using the full model described in equation (5)
(Figs 2(d) and 3(d)). Indeed, from the output of the chain, we obtain an estimate of the predictive
densities of the mixture conditional on k, by averaging across the MCMC run conditionally on
k, and an 'overall' 'Bayesian predictive density estimate of the distribution of X integrated with
respect to k, E{f(. Ik,w, 09)X} (full curve), by averaging across values of k. To summarize, the
density curves in Figs 2(a) and 3(a) are based on Xmainand Xval, whereas those in Figs 2(d)
and 3(d) are based on Xval, Umain, Uval, ymain and yval. Both curves are superimposed on the
histogram of Xmainand Xval. We see a good recovery of the true underlying density in both
the bimod and the skew cases, in comparison with the blurred shape of the distribution of U
(Figs 2(c) and 3(c)), even though there was only a small fraction of the sample in the validation
group.
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Fig. 1. Graphicalassessment of the convergenceof the MCMCalgorithmfor(a)-(c) the bimodexample
and (d)-(f)the skewexample:(a), (d)cumulativeoccupancyfractionsp(k < jly) forj rangingfrom2 to 10;
(b),(e) cumulativemeanof l1; (c), (f)cumulativemeanof 7

It is also interestingto investigatethe performanceof themodelwithrespectto the latentvariables by comparing the true Xi with the distribution of the Xi simulated through the algorithm.
This is done in Fig. 4, which displays in Figs 4(a) and 4(c) the true Xi (dots) versustheir posterior
mean (crosses) ordered by values of the surrogate U, whereas in Figs 4(b) and 4(d) an interval of
95% posterior variability is superimposed. For both data sets, we can see a classical shrinkage
effect of the posterior means. This is more noticeable for the skew case. Indeed, because of the
large weight of the first component and the substantial measurement error, the observations
in the second component are pulled down on average. Nevertheless, nearly all the true Xi are
included in the posterior variability interval.
The ability of the mixture model to estimate the regressioncoefficients as well as to characterize
the underlying density of the true Xs is also apparent in the RCL example (Fig. 5). There, the
mixture uses between four and seven components to approximate the log-normal shape. Again,
the estimates stabilize quickly after 30000 sweeps. In Fig. 5(d) we see that the variability (on the
log-scale) of the posterior estimates matches the true values well.
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Fig.2. Bimodcase-simulated dataset (allsubjectsandvalidation
group)anda comparisonwiththe posteriordensityestimategivenbythe mixturemodelbasedonlyon thevalidation,
surrogateandoutcomedata:
(a) truecovariateX-all subjects(n = 240);(b) truecovariateX-validationgroup(n = 60);(c) surrogate
U-all subjects(n = 240);(d)mixturedensityof thetruecovariatedensity

5. Simulationstudy
Wenowreportresultsfroma simulationstudybasedon thethreeexamplesdescribedin Section4.
5. 1. Comparisonbetween mixtureand standardGaussian priors
The resultscorrespondingto the bimodand the skewcasesarepresentedin Table1 andTable2
respectively.Threedifferentvaluesof the measurementerrorprecision7 werechosenin each
case, whichcorrespondto ratiosR of 1, 1 and 1 betweenthe measurementerrorvarianceand
thevarianceof X. Thusin theworstcase (R = 1) thesizeof the noiseis as largeas theunderlying
variabilitywhichis a veryunfavourablesituation.Eachrowin TablesI and2 correspondsto 50
repetitionsof the samesimulationset-up.To studysimultaneouslytheinfluenceof misspecifying
the priorfor X and the potentialimprovementbroughtby using a flexiblemixturepriorfor X,
we reportestimatesfor 31 and 7 obtainedon the same 50 simulateddata sets usingboth the
mixturemodel as describedin Section 2.3 and a simpleGaussianprior (which corresponds
to the mixturewith fixedk = 1). We do not reportposteriordistributionsfor ao or al; these
wereconcentratedclose to 0 and 1 respectively.Wealso reporta 'bench-markestimate'which
correspondsto the situationof no measurementerror,i.e. wherethe analysisis carriedout by
usingthe truesimulatedvaluesof Xi. This allowsus to calculatethe mean-squareerror(MSE)
ratio betweenthe estimatesof /31 and 7 obtainedundera measurementerrormodel and the
bench-markestimates.This MSE ratioquantifiesthe loss of precisiondue to usingsurrogates
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Fig.3. Skewcase-simulated dataset (allsubjectsandvalidation
group)anda comparisonwiththe posteriordensityestimategivenby the mixturemodelbased onlyon the validation,
surrogateand outcomedata:
(a) truecovariateX-all subjects(n = 300);(b) truecovariateX-validationgroup(n = 50); (c) surrogate
U-all subjects(n = 300);(d)mixturedensityof the truecovariatedensity

ratherthan the truevaluesof the covariate.Of course,manyfactorsinfluencethe MSE ratio,
in particularthe size of T and thatof the validationgroup.
In Table1, we see good performanceof the mixturemodelwiththe MSEratiofor 31varying
from 1.8 to 2.9 for the worstcase (7 = 0.34 and R = 1). The deteriorationof the performance
whenthe exposureprioris misspecifiedis clearlyshown,with the MSE ratiofor 31roughly1.5
timeslarger.Similarremarkscan be madefor 7-r.
The performancesof the two middlecases of
measurementerror(7 = 1.34and R = , and
0.67 and R = ) are fairlysimilar,whereas
thereis a markeddeteriorationbetween7 = 0.67 and R =
1, which
is a particularlybad scenario.
As expectedthe resultsforthe skewcase(Table2) arenot as good as thoseforthe bimodcase.
Theestimationof 31in the caseof largemeasurementerror(7 = 0.9 and R = 1) is problematic
withan MSE ratiothatis eighttimeslargerthanfor the bench-markestimates.But in the other
two casesthe performanceclearlyimproveswith MSE ratiosvaryingbetween3 and 2. Again,
misspecifyingthe prioras a standardGaussiandistributionleadsto a cleardeteriorationin the
performance.
5.2. Comparisonwithnonparametricmaximumlikelihood
Our aim here is to try to comparethe performanceof the Bayesianmixturemodel with the
NPML approachdevelopedby Roederet al. (1996).Thus,we reproducethe same simulation
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Fig. 4. Comparison
cases (the plotsdo not displayvaluesforthe validationgroups):(a), (c) posteriorestimate(+) and trueX;
(b),(d)superimposed95%posteriorvariability
set-up as in Roeder et al. (1996) concerning the prior distribution that is used to simulate X
and the measurement error model. The simulated distribution of X is log-normal and the error
structure is multiplicative. But, as our model was developed in the framework of a prospective
study and not a case-control study, a strict comparison is not possible. To keep the proportion
of cases fairly comparable with those of Roeder et al. (1996), we have chosen in our simulations
a high base-line risk 0o = -0.7 which, together with the range of values of X, ensures that we
obtain approximatelyequal numbers of cases and non-cases. Thus, our set-up is as detailed for
the example RCL describedin Section 4.1. Two sets of simulations arepresented in Tables3 and 4.
In Table 3, the assumption is that the measurement variance is known and that there is no
validation group. Model (5) for the Bayesian analysis is thus modified accordingly and the values
of ao and al are assumed known. Two study sizes are investigated, n = 80 and n = 240. In
Table 3 are also indicated the MSE ratios given by Roeder et al. (1996) in the corresponding
cases. We find a similar MSE ratio between the mixture and the NPML model. This is a useful
point of comparison.
Next, we investigate cases with a validation group, distinguishing as in Roeder et al. (1996)
a case where the measurement error model is known and a case when it is also estimated. The
three values of 7 chosen (16, 4 and 1.78) correspond on the log-scale approximativelyto ratios
R of 1, 1 and 3 between the measurement errorvariance and the variance of X. Unfortunately,
Roeder et al. (1996) did not report the MSE ratio with respect to the case of no measurement
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Table 1. Sensitivityto misspecification:
comparisonof mixtureand Gaussianpriorsin the
bimodcaset
Parameter

Resultsfor thefollowingmodelswithvalidationgroupand valuesof r and R:
T

/1
sd(/31)
MSE ratio (/1)
f
sd(r)
MSE ratio (7)

= 1.34 (R = ?)

7 = 0.67 (R = T)

7 = 0.34 (R = 1)

Mixture

Gaussian

Mixture

Gaussian

Mixture

Gaussian

0.63
0.09
1.90
1.37
0.22
2.73

0.66
0.10
2.60
1.37
0.23
4.03

0.64
0.10
1.83
0.67
0.10
2.83

0.68
0.12
3.31
0.68
0.11
3.85

0.63
0.12
2.94
0.35
0.05
2.27

0.68
0.13
4.61
0.35
0.06
3.28

Bench-markestimatest (no measurementerror)

P1

sd(P1)
MSE(/1)
F
MSE(r)

0.61
0.08
0.006
1.34
0.02

0.62
0.08
0.008
0.68
0.006

tResults are averagedover 50 repetitions.
tEstimatescalculatedusing the whole data set; truevalue of f1 = 0.6.
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Table2. Sensitivity
to misspecification:
ofmixtureandGaussianpriorsintheskew
comparison
caset
Parameter

Resultsfor thefollowingmodelswithvalidationgroupand valuesof r andR:

7 = 4.0 (R = 1)
Mixture

/1
sd(f31)
MSE ratio (31)
I

sd(T)
MSE ratio (r)

7 = 1.8 (R =

Gaussian

0.97
0.20
1.93
3.37
0.52
5.00

1.13
0.30
5.82
2.24
0.57
26.42

7 = 0.9 (R = 1)

)

Mixture

Gaussian

Mixture

Gaussian

1.06
0.25
3.08
1.66
0.24
2.82

1.12
0.31
4.40
1.44
0.27
7.09

1.13
0.32
8.38
0.85
0.11
2.30

1.13
0.34
9.69
0.82
0.12
2.91

Bench-markestimatest
0.92
0.16
0.021
3.91
0.120

P1

sd(31)
MSE(31)

T

MSE(r)

0.94
0.16
0.030
1.81
0.023

0.94
0.16
0.022
0.90
0.006

tResults are averagedover 50 repetitions.
jEstimatescalculatedusing the whole data set; truevalue of l1 = 0.9.

of mixtureandNPMLmodelperformance
ina case wherethereis novalidation
Table3. Comparison
group
andthe measurementerrorparametersare knownt
Parameter

Resultsfor themeasurementerrorwithoutvalidationgroupand thefollowingvaluesof
n, 7 and R:

n = 80
7-=16 (R=

)

n = 240
= 4 (R =

)

= 16 (R =

)

7 = 4 (R=

Mixturemodel
'1
sd(Pf)
MSE ratio (31)

0.57
0.28
1.17

0.69
0.36
1.80

0.49
0.15
1.45

0.56
0.17
2.02

NPML modelt
MSE ratio (31)

1.28

1.82

1.83

2.16

0.53
0.26
0.05

0.58
0.27
0.12

0.47
0.14
0.02

0.54
0.15
0.02

Bench-markestimates?

P1

sd(f1)
MSE(l1)

tResults are averagedover 50 repetitions.
tEstimatesreportedin Roederet al. (1996), Table1.
?Estimatescalculatedby using the whole data set; truevalue of fl = 0.5.
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Table4. Performance
of the mixturemodelin a similarset-upto thatdescribedin Roederet al (1996)t
Parameter

Resultsfor the known
measurementerrormodeland

Resultsfor the unknown
measurementerrormodeland

thefollowingvaluesof 7 andRt:

thefollowingvaluesof 7-r
andRt:
r=16

31
sd(31)
MSE ratio (31)

r=4

(R= )

(R=2

0.54
0.16
1.15

0.53
0.17
1.46

7=1.78

7=16

7=4

T=1.78

(R=1)

(R= )

(R=)

0.58
0.19
2.03

0.56
0.16
1.60

0.55
0.19
2.20

0.58
0.21
2.04

0.51
0.14
0.02

0.53
0.14
0.03

(R= )

Bench-markestimates?
31

sd(13l)
MSE(31)

0.52
0.15
0.02

0.50
0.14
0.03

0.55
0.15
0.02

0.52
0.14
0.02

over50repetitions.
tResultsareaveraged

TModelwith validationgroup,no = 180 and nl = 60.

calculated
?Estimates
usingthewholedataset;truevalueof 31 = 0.5.

errorfor the NPML method,so we cannotcomparethose betweenthe mixtureand NPML as
in Table3.
In the known measurementparameterscase, we see a slightlybetter performanceof the
mixturemodel thanin the bimodcase with MSE ratiosvaryingbetween1.1 and 1.5 for ratios
R of ) and I. In the unknownmeasurementerrormodel,the performanceis as expecteda little
worse,butthe MSEratiosstaycloseto 2. Theseratiosarewellin keepingwiththosereportedin
Table3. Thus, evenin this case of a mixtureapproximationof a log-normalprior,the mixture
modelgives a satisfactoryperformancefor estimatingthe regressioncoefficientof interest.

6. Applicationto study of cholesteroland coronaryheartdisease
In this example,we reanalysea data set concerningthe risk of coronaryheart disease as a
functionof blood cholesterollevel,whichwas discussedand analysedusingNPML by Roeder
et al. (1996);the datawerekindlysuppliedto us by R. Carroll.Subjectsareconsideredas cases
of coronaryheartdiseaseif theyhad a previousheartattack,a historyof anginapectorisor an
abnormalexerciseelectrocardiogram.
Theyareall non-smokers.The covariateof interestis low
cholesterol
which
is one of the componentsof total cholesterolTC.
LDL,
densitylipoprotein
The directmeasurementof this variableis morecostly and technicallydemandingthan that of
the TC level.The questioninvestigatedhereis thuswhetherTC could be a useful surrogatefor
LDL. Wereferto Roederet al. (1996)for moredetailsconcerningthe dataset.
Thesampleanalysedconsistsof 113casesand 143controls,for whomfull data,i.e. coronary
heartdiseasestatusandLDLandTClevels,areavailable.As in Roederet al. (1996),we shallrefer
to coronaryheartdiseasestatusas Y, LDL/100as X andTC/100as U. Fromthe completedata
set,weselectedat random32casesand40 controlsto usein the validationset. Forcomparability
withRoederet al. (1996),we haveanalysedthesedataas if they hadcome froma cohortstudy,
i.e. by using the prospectivelikelihood.Conditionsfor the equivalenceof Bayesiananalysis
usingprospectiveand retrospectivelikelihoodsarediscussedin Seamanet al. (2000).
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The Bayesian analysis was carriedout along the same lines as describedearlier.The skewnessin
the LDL distribution was fitted by a mixture with mostly two components, p(k = 21y) = 0.53.
Recovery of the estimated value of Pl based on the complete data set was good: the logistic
regression analysis carried out between Y and X on the full data set gave a value of the posterior
mean of 01 equal to 0.66 with the posterior standard deviation equal to 0.34, whereas that from
using the surrogate U for most cases and controls and only the true X on the validation group
gave values of 0.64 and 0.37 respectively.Note that, as expected, the posterior standarddeviation
is increased. As a point of comparison, the logistic regression analysis ignoring measurement
error, carried out between Y and U on the whole data set, leads to an attenuated value for 31
of 0.55. If the analysis had been carried out only on the 72 subjects of the validation set, the
results would also be quite poor, with Pl = 1.35 and a posterior standard deviation of 0.6. Thus,
we see the additional information obtained by combining the information from the validation
group with that of the surrogate on a larger group. In Fig. 6, the good recovery of the LDL
density obtained by the mixture model is shown alongside the density of TC. Note the contrasts
in shape between the two densities.

7. Discussion
The model that we are proposing illustrates the flexibility of the Bayesian modelling approach
which exploits conditional independence structure.Thus, we have been able to link two complex
models: that relating to the measurement error problem and that concerning the underlying
structure of the latent unobserved variable, models which were both built separately.
In structural measurement error problems, there is a general concern about the parametric
specification of the unknown covariates. Recent work has approched this problem via NPML
methods that have been shown to perform well (Roeder et al., 1996; Schafer, 2001; Aitkin and
Rocci, 2002). We have addressed this concern in a Bayesian hierarchicalframework. This framework offers many other possibilities for building in additional complexity of epidemiological
data sets, like informativemissingness or subject-specificrandom effects. In this framework, the
mixture model with a variable number of components that we have developed for the unknown
covariate prior was a natural candidate to overcome potential misspecifications.
We have shown that it is feasible to use it in measurement error problems with validation
data and that it has a good performance, avoiding attenuation of the regression coefficients of
interest. Mixture priors could also be envisaged in other measurement error situations where
information on the measurement model parameters is built in the design, e.g. in designs with
repeated measures of an unbiased instrument in a subgroup of individuals. But, in the absence
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of validationdata,it wouldbe inadvisableto use our approachas it wouldrequireverystrong
priorson the mixtureparametersto obtainreasonableestimates.
More generally,our mixtureapproachcould be extendedto other cases wherethereis uncertaintyabout the parametricspecificationof a latentvariable,as in random-effectsmodels.
Preliminarywork along theselines is reportedin Watieret al. (1999).In this context, a semiparametricmaximumlikelihoodfor generalizedlinearmixedmodelshas also been used as an
alternativeapproach;see Aitkin (1999).
the model by using a variable
Therecould be some concernthat we are overparameterizing
numberof components.The alternative,as suggestedin Carrollet al. (1999),would be to fit
increasingnumbersof componentsandto judgethe improvementsequentially.Thisis of course
reasonable,but our global approachavoidsthe delicatestatisticalproblemof choosingk, and
the performancedoes not seemto deterioratewith respectto anothermethod,NPML, in the
caseswherewe could makecomparisons.Note also the good recoveryof the underlyingshape
of the densityof the unknowncovariate,basedon limitedinformation.
Wehavethusbeenableto showhow Bayesianmeasurementerrormodelscanmakefull use of
the flexiblesemiparametric
natureof mixturemodelswith an unknownnumberof components
to avoidbiasesdue to a misspecificationof the distributionof unobservedcovariates.
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